OPPORTUNITY NEIGHBORHOODS FOR REGIONAL PROSPERITY

4/18/17
1:00-3:00 p.m.
The McKnight Foundation, 710 S. 2nd Street Minneapolis, MN 55402

Vision: Opportunity Neighborhoods will make multiple measureable contributions to the vitality and well-being of the Twin Cities region.

Shared Result: Parity in the number of African American adults earning family-sustaining wages by 2025 (*Current goal: 3000 additional)

GOALS FOR THIS MEETING

a. Update participants on multiple workforce efforts within ONRP framework and explore opportunities for accelerated impact through additional alignment of individual and collective impact on key drivers.

1:00 Welcome, Agenda Review & Introductions Tawanna Black & All
   Name & Organization

1:15 DEED Equity Appropriation & Grantee Convening Update Tawanna & Maureen Ramirez

1:30 Itasca Northside Partnership Update Justin Freiberg & Julia Silvis

1:45 Key Elements of Regional WIOA Workforce Planning Luke Weisberg

2:00 Discussion questions: How can these efforts be further leveraged for maximum impact? What further steps would help to strengthen and support these efforts?

2:30 Other Opportunity Neighborhoods Updates Tawanna Black & all
   • Blue Line Coalition
   • Anchoring Cross-Sector Economic Inclusion Strategies

2:55 Announcements

3:00 Adjourn